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FLIGHTSABER Draft  $12

Do or Do Not.  There is no try. Except with our FlightSaber.  Use the Force to select four, 5oz pours of our draft
beers, to try.

ON TAP
ALHAMBRA ROJA  •  DOPPELBOCK  •  7.2% 10oz  $6

The foam is creamy and consistent and with some ruby reflection Very maltose with toasted aromas and caramel
and some nuance to ripe fruits.

DELIRIUM TREMENS  •  BELGIAN PALE ALE  •  8.5%  •  Melle, Belgium 9oz  $9

Belgian Pale Ales differ from other Pale Ale varieties, by traditionally being less bitter. Slightly malty, spicy,
aftertaste is strong, long lasting and dry.

DOWNEAST CIDER ORIGINAL  •  CIDER  •  5.1%  •  East Boston, MA 16oz  $7

Inspired by farm-fresh ciders enjoyed around New England in autumn, made from local apples for a full-bodied
flavor and smooth finish.

FAT HEAD'S HEAD HUNTER  IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5%  •  North Olmsted, OH 9oz  $6

This west coast styled IPA packs wicked hop flavors and aroma.

FOUNDERS KBS  •  IMPERIAL STOUT  •  12.2%  •  Grand Rapids, MI 9oz  $9

Bourbon Barrel-Aged Chocolate Coffee Stout

GUINNESS DRAUGHT NITRO  •  DRY STOUT  •  4.2%  •  St James's Gate, Dublin 16oz  $6

Nitrogenized Guinness is a dark stout beer that is brewed with Irish barley, brewers yeast, hops and water.

HOFBRAUHAUS FREISING JÄGERBIER  •  HELLES LAGER  •  5.3%  •  Freising, Germany 16oz  $5.50

Traditional German Lager

KONA BIG WAVE GOLDEN ALE  •  BLOND ALE  •  4.4%  •  Kailua Kona, HI 16oz  $6

It shines with its tropical hop aroma & flavor with a balance of  sweet lightly roasted honey malt.

MAINE  LUNCH  •  NE IPA  •  7%  •  Freeport, ME 9oz  $7.50

“East Coast” meets West. Intense hop flavors and aromas of tropical and citrus fruits and pine dominate. A
subtle malt sweetness brings the beer into balance.

MELVIN YOUR IPA  •  IPA  •  7.5%  •  Jackson, WY 9oz  $7

Fruity, Intense, but not bitter like the rest of them. As long as you don’t take advantage, we think this is the
hoppiest relationship you could ask for…

MILLER LITE  •  PALE LAGER  •  4.2%  •  Milwaukee, WI 16oz  $3.50

This carefully crafted pilsner uses the finest ingredients and brewing techniques to ensure rich, full-bodied beer
taste at only 96 calories.

NEW BELGIUM LA FOLIE  •  FLANDERS RED ALE  •  7%  •  Fort Collins, CO 9oz  $9

La Folie Wood-Aged Biere, is our original wood-conditioned beer, resting in French Oak barrels between one and
three years before being bottled.

SLOOP JUICE BOMB  •  NE IPA  •  6.5%  •  East Fishkill, NY 9oz  $7

A blast of tropical aroma is followed by a resiny and balanced flavor. Juice bomb features all the aspects and
nuances of full hop flavor, not just bitterness.

STONEYARD MENACE  •  SOUR ALE  •  6%  •  Brockport, NY 9oz  $7

Tart, slightly dry, with hints of lemon and lime, ready at any moment, just like us.

TROEGS MAD ELF 2018  •  BELGIAN STRONG ALE  •  11%  •  Hershey, PA 9oz  $6

Brewed with honey, cherries and Belgian yeast reminiscent of cinnamon, clove and allspice.

VICTORY HOP DEVIL ALE NITRO  •  IPA  •  6.7%  •  Downingtown, PA 16oz  $6

Bold, spicy and menacingly delicious, this American-hopped India Pale Ale offers an aromatic punch and then
follows through with a lasting, full-bodied finish.

YARDS BRAWLER  •  DARK MILD  •  4.2%  •  Philadelphia, PA 16oz  $6

Brawler is malt forward and delicately hopped for a knockout flavor.
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